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To be the preferred solution provider in the
market that we serve, by providing clients
with proven quality products that can add
value to their projects, through sustainable
long term solutions, providing creative
solutions and enhancing their comfort.

VISION

Established in Jakarta, Indonesia in 2013, PT. NANDIKARA VISTARA EKA [Navie] was founded by nine
professionals, with a collective 45 years of experience in the design, building and services industry.

At Navie, our obsession continues to excel in providing our clients with quality and environmentally sustainable
alternatives for various projects each and every day. Our team, through the architectural and design stages,
continue to provide value added designs to suit all project philosophies and scopes, complimented by ensuring
optimum solutions with affordable lasting impressions in mind.

The creative team at Navie work through each aspect of the clients design and function requirements, schematic
visuals all guided by the trusted experience gained from our principal “Conwood Indonesia and Thailand”. This
together ensures our principal of maintaining and completing projects with the highest standards in mind, within
the expected deadlines and at the satisfaction of our clients.

We believe in keeping things simple. We believe in developing a sustainable and long term partnership with our
clients. Every successful project leads to a positive word of mouth and new projects in the construction industry.
In an ever changing environment Navie provides strong ideas and clients need inspiring people who can advise
them about a total solution, including new levels and standards in the creative world.

It’s our pleasure to share our passion with you. We continue to update our ever-increasing portfolio of projects
and are delighted to be able to share these with you.

ABOUT US

To deliver positive experience to customers,
by providing customers with a proven
alternative to wood replacement, effective
and professional technical representation,
effective installation options that enhance
the visual effects, value of service and
sustainable development.

MISSION

We add value for           products

the leader in wood replacement product,

harmonize every style, and match every

requirement.
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